Abstract--This paper is devoted to the discussion of uncertainty measures of soft sets. We make an analysis of the existing works on soft set entropy and show their limitations. We propose a new axiomatic definition of soft set entropy. Furthermore, some distance based entropies for soft sets are presented.
I INTRODUCTION
To solve complicated problems in economics, engineering, environmental science and social science, methods in classical mathematics are not always successful because of various types of uncertainties presented in these problems. While probability theory, fuzzy set theory [1] , rough set theory [2] , and other mathematical tools are wellknown and often useful approaches to describing uncertainty, each of these theories has its inherent difficulties as pointed out in [3, 4] . Consequently, Molodtsov [3] proposed a completely new approach for modeling vagueness and uncertainty in 1999. This approach called soft set theory is free from the difficulties affecting existing methods. Accordingly, works on soft set theory are progressing rapidly. Maji et al. [5] defined several algebraic operations on soft sets and conducted a theoretical study on the theory of soft sets. Based on [5] , Ali et al. [6] introduced some new operations on soft sets and improved the notion of complement of soft set. They proved that certain De Morgan's laws with respect to these new operations hold in soft set theory. Qin et al. [7] introduced the notion of soft equality and established lattice structures and soft quotient algebras of soft sets. Maji et al. [8] initiated the study on hybrid structures involving soft sets and fuzzy sets. They proposed the notion of fuzzy soft set as a fuzzy generalization of classical soft sets and some basic properties were discussed. Afterwards, many researchers have worked on this concept. Various kinds of extended fuzzy soft sets have been proposed.
The study of uncertainty measures is an important topic for the theories to deal with uncertainty. Majumdar and Samanta [9, 10] initiated the study of uncertainty measures of soft sets and fuzzy soft sets. Some similarity measures between soft sets and fuzzy soft sets were presented. Kharal [11] introduced some set operations based distance and similarity measures for soft sets. Wang and Qu [12] introduced axiomatic definitions of entropy, similarity measure and distance measure for vague soft sets, and some formulas have also been put forward to calculate them.
Based on fuzzy implication operators and fuzzy equivalences, Qin et al. [13] proposed a new category of inclusion measures and similarity measures for fuzzy soft sets. Liu et al. [14] proposed some entropy for fuzzy soft sets. We notice that the entropies presented in [10, [12] [13] [14] are based on the entropies for fuzzy sets. If the fuzzy soft sets (resp. vague soft sets) degenerate to soft sets, the entropies will be zero (take minimum value). Thus the uncertainty degree of soft set cannot be described. Majumdar and Samanta [15] pointed out that the soft sets deals with the uncertainty arising from the parameterized classification of objects of a universe. They proposed the axiomatic definition of softness measure for soft sets. This measure is isotone with respect to a specific preference relation between soft set. Some softness measures were presented. This paper is devoted to a further study of the uncertainty measures of soft sets. Some limitations in the existing papers were pointed out. We propose a new axiomatic definition of soft set entropy. Additionally, some new soft set entropies were presented.
II PRELIMINARIES
This section presents a review of some fundamental notions and conclusions of soft sets. We refer to [3, 6, 7] for details.
The concept of soft sets is proposed by Molodtsov [3] in 1999. Let U be the universe set and E the set of all possible parameters under consideration with respect to U . Usually, parameters are attributes, characteristics, or properties of objects in U . ( , ) U E is called a soft space. Molodtsov defined the notion of a soft set in the following way:
F A is called a soft set over U ,
where A E ⊆ and F is a mapping given by :
, and ( ) P U is the power set of U .
In other words, a soft set over U is a parameterized family of subsets of U . For e A ∈ , ( ) F e may be considered as the set of e -approximate elements of the soft set ( , ) F A .
Maji ea al. [5] and Ali et al. [6] proposed some operations on soft sets. Based on these operations, Qin et al. [7] established the lattice structure of soft sets.
Definition 2. [6] Let ( , )
F A and ( , ) G B be two soft sets over a common universe U .
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(1) The extended union of ( , )
, is the soft set ( , ) H C , where C A B = ∪ , and H is given by:
.
(2) The extended intersection of ( , )
, is the soft set ( , ) H C , where C A B = ∩ , and ( )
for every a C ∈ .
(4) The restricted intersection of ( , )
where C A B = ∩ , and ( )
Definition 3.
[6] (1) 
By this definition, ( , )
F A is a deterministic soft set if
∈ − ∅ is a partition of the universe U .We denote by ( , ) S U E the set of all soft sets over the universe U and the parameter set E , that is ( , ) {( , ); , : Majumdar [15] pointed out that the associated uncertainty of a soft set arises from the parameterized classification of objects in the universe. Let ( , ) F A be a soft set over the universe U . An object x U ∈ can be classified by a parameter e A ∈ if ( ) x F e ∈ . The entropy, i.e. the associated uncertainty, of a soft set should be maximum if either the objects cannot be classified at all w.r.t the parameters or every object of the universe can be classified by every parameter. Again the entropy of a soft set is minimum if each object can be classified just by one parameter. Thus, the entropies of null soft set and absolute soft set are maximum, whereas the entropy of deterministic soft set is minimum. Furthermore, for a superset of a soft set the uncertainty ultimately increases in comparison with its subset, as new objects being introduced in the set which shares same parameters with other objects. Based on this observation, Majumdar [15] proposed the notion of equivalent soft sets and the axiomatic definition of soft set entropy. 
is a soft set entropy, where
, and Let ( , ) U E be a soft space, F A is said to be a soft set of TYPE-II, if
The distance based softness measure or soft entropy of
F A is defined as [15] :
. (1) For soft set ( , ) F A , . Thus ( , ) F A is TYPE-I soft set and
A is defined as: 11
In this example we have ( , ) ( , )
. Thus the monotonicity (S3) does not hold. It shows that Theorem 3.13 presented in [15] is not correct.
IV A NEW CATEGORY OF SOFT SET ENTROPY
The entropy measure quantifies the degree of uncertainty. In 1965, Zadeh introduced the fuzzy entropy for the first time [16] . Luca and Termini [17] introduced the axiom construction of entropy of fuzzy sets by using the similar concept of Shannon's probability entropy in which they gave an axiom definition of entropy of fuzzy sets. The entropies of fuzzy sets have been extensively studied. One general approach to entropy of fuzzy sets is based the distance between this fuzzy set and its complement. The following theorem shows that this method is not suitable for soft sets. 
By this theorem, the distance between a soft set and its complement is always the cardinality U of the universe.
Thus we cannot use it to characterize uncertainty of soft set.
Theorem 5. Let ( , )
U E be a soft space.
(1)
Proof. (1) 
